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A Memorandum letter to the CTA Home Minister Mrs. Gyari Dolma
23th, August, 2012

We, Social Action Movement wants to speak to the issue that is troubling our community and announce following issues
to be addressed.
 

Why settlement officers do not last long in Bylakuppe? It’s known that when appointed representative knows little
more about the settlement, he/she is transferred to another place.

 
We have learnt that during your tenure as a vice speaker of the Tibetan parliament in exile, you have strongly insisted
that the Regional Tibetan freedom Movement, Bylakuppe should be formed with the members from all the provinces
and religion sects. On what ground, did you say that?

 
 

Nobody wishes trouble on one's settlement and we regret that some people warned of probable chaos may arise if
the things didn’t go according their wishes. It has been said in front of the chief election commission, public and
settlements secretaries. If the trouble arises, who will take responsibility?

 
This is a deeply emotional time as well as a rare opportunity for youth, faculty, administrators, and members of our
organization to present this memorandum. Let's move forward with a serious commitment to make progress on these
complex issues that confront us now by respecting and considering the exile constitution as our supreme law rather than
giving concern to some group of people.
           
                     cc. Lugsam settlement and Dickyi Larsoe settlement & Tibetan Parliament in exile
 
                                            Social Action Movement, Bylakuppe India.
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Latest News Little about us
We are group of young Tibetan who have studied in different fields like Biology,
Commerce, Political science and social work. Due to injustice, illiteracy, lack of
information, modern education and lack of unity in our society, we have unanimous
agreed to work together to make changes in the community. So, we have founded
SAM which means Social Action Movement.
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